
Jury report  
3rd Asia-Oceanic Paramotor Championship 2017 
Event Details:  

Title   : 3rd Asia-Oceanic Paramotor Championship 2017   

Date   : 28 April – 7 May 2017  

Location  : Pasak Jolasid Dam, Lopburi, Thailand  

Organising NAC : Royal Aeronautic Sports Association of Thailand 

Number of flights:  

Number of Tasks:  

Number of competitors: 21 pilots  

 

Event Personel  

Competition Director : Dr Nayot Kurukitkoson 

 

FAI-Jury  

President  : Rohaizi Md Hussin (MAS) 

Member  : Chin-Shang Sun (TPE) 

Member   : Barney Townsend (GBR) - Remote Jury  

 

Complaints and Protests  

Number of protests admitted: 0  

Number withdrawn: 0  

Number upheld: 0  

Number rejected: 0  

Amount of protest fees retained: 0 EUR  



Venue  

The competition site was held on Pasak Jolasid Dam. The site was vast and 
completely adapted to this event: flat, no obstacles, clearly marked and well 
away from populated area.  

The pilots equipment was stored in the metal cabin and guarded night and day 
by a security service. Portable toilets were provided. There were enough for the 
competitors and they were always kept clean.  

The pylon for slalom task was placed at Pasak Dam and well prepared with 
support boat. Medical care was provided in the form of a first aid tent and an 
ambulance with sufficient members of staff. There was also an accompanying 
emergency vehicle. Their response time was excellent.  

Accomodation  

All participant and official are staying at Supattra Resort and Spa, very close to 
the venue. This make transportation is not an issue. 

Services  

Catering was provided on the airfield for lunch. Breakfast and dinner was 
provided at the Hotel. The food was adequate and sufficient.  

Data mobile network was available at the venue. Participant and Official need to 
purchase the phone card for internet connection. How ever WIFI Connection was 
available in the hotel for free. No car provided for jury but he Competition director 
was giving a lift for Jury member to the competition venue. Jury office was 
shared with Competition Director and briefing room. 

All participants were assign sufficient dedicated tent for each team. 

Competition staff  

The competition staff were all local Thai people. Everyone was professional and 
kept the competition moving. The event director was doing a good job organizing 
the logistics for the competition.  

Dr Nayot was the competition director and he did a great job of running the tasks. 
His briefings in English and Thai . He was always well prepared and always have 
very fast and good solution to any problem arises. He is running the daily briefing 
and the task briefing smoothly, short and comprehensive.    

The marshals did a fantastic job and there were enough of them to get the job 
done. Their hard work, fairness, and cooperative contributed to the success of 
the championship.  

 



Computer systems  

Dr Nayot fully utilize his expertise in operating a computer system to facilitate 
every calculation of the results of the competition. As a result, each scores can 
be publish accurately and precise within the time frame. 

Participants  

21 pilots and 3 Team leaders participated in the competition in PL1 Category. 

Running the tasks  

Competition rules and regulations are in accordance with the guidelines 
contained in the CIMA S10. Some modifications to run the task have been made 
with unanimous consent by each participant to ensure the safety of the pilots.  

Complaints and Protests 

All complain was made via LINE Application and it works very well.  The 
competition director responded to complain fast and efficient.  

Media coverage  

The event was covered by local TV Station. The filming of the event is performed 
by two full time professional cameraman.  

Ceremonies  

Opening and closing ceremonies run smoothly and colorful. Parachuting shows 
using paramotor to fly the parajumper is very exciting. It was followed by an 
acrobatic paramotor show that gave the audience a sense of satisfaction. 

Recommendations  

Some modification had been made to slalom task after few pilot dishing on the 
water. Something must be done to increase the safety of Classic Competition.  I 
may suggest no slalom task in classic competition since we already have 
dedicated slalom competition. 

Conclusion  

From the Jury point of view the organizer of 3rd AOPC 2017 had done a very 
good job conducting a very successful competition. Very well prepared prior to 
the competition makes the competition runs smoothly. Very knowledgeable and 
experience competition director and marshals makes this competition very fair. 
As a result no protest untul the end of the competition.     

This report was agreed by all jury members Lopburi, Thailand 7th May 2017  

(Rohaizi Md Hussin) Jury President  


